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Let G be an abelian p-group, let K be a field of characteristic different from p,
and let KG be the group algebra of G over K. In this paper we give a description
 .  .of the unit group U KG of KG when i K is a field of the first kind with respect
1  .to p and the first Ulm factor GrG is a direct sum of cyclic groups and when ii G
is an arbitrary abelian p-group and K is a field of the second kind with respect to
 .p. The indicated description of U KG extends results of Chatzidakis and Pappas.
w  .  . xQ 1997 Academic Press J. London Math. Soc. 2 44 1991 , 9]23 .
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a torsion abelian group and let K be a field such that the
characteristic of K does not divide the orders of the elements of G. Let
 .  .U KG be the unit group and let V KG be the group of augmentation 1
w xin the group algebra KG. Berman and Rossa 2, 3 have described the
 .  .p-torsion subgroup S KG of V KG when G is a countable abelian
w xp-group. Nachev 12, 13 has given a description of the torsion subgroup
 .  .tV LG of V LG when G is an abelian p-group and L is a commutative
ring with identity and of characteristic not equal to p such that L contains
n w xthe p th roots of unity, n g N. Karpilovsky 6, 2.5 Theorem, p. 126 has
 .determined the isomorphism class of U QG , i.e., he has given a descrip-
 . wtion of U QG when G is a finitely generated abelian group. Mollov 7,
x  .  .9]11 has described the torsion subgroup tV KG of V KG when G is an
 . w x  .abelian p-group. He has also described V KG 8 when a G is an infinite
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 .direct sum of cyclic p-groups and K s Q and b G is an abelian p-group
w x  .and K s R. Chatzidakis and Pappas 4 have described U KG when the
torsion abelian group G is a direct sum of countable groups.
Let G be an abelian p-group and G1 s F` G p n. We give a descrip-ns1
 .  .tion of U KG in the case when at least one of the following conditions i
 .or ii is fulfilled:
 . 1i the first Ulm factor GrG of G is a direct sum of cyclic groups
and K is a field of the first kind with respect to p.
 .ii G is an arbitrary abelian p-group and K is a field of the second
kind with respect to p.
These results extend the mentioned investigations of Berman and Rossa,
 .Nachev, Mollov, and Chatzidakis and Pappas. The description of U KG ,
w xgiven by us, has been announced in 14 .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we set up notation. In
 .  .  .Section 2 we give a description of U KG under conditions i or ii .
1. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
Throughout this paper G denotes an abelian p-group
`
n n np p 1 pG s g N g g G , n g N, G s G 4 F
ns1
and K a field of characteristic not equal to p, i.e., char K / p.
Let m be the group of the pnth roots of unity with n ranging over N.p
The field K of characteristic not equal to p is called of the first kind with
  . .respect to p if K m : K is infinite; otherwise it is of the second kindp
with respect to p. All direct products of groups are assumed to be restricted
direct products, i.e., they are direct sums and the concept direct product will
mean a restricted direct product. Let G denote the restricted direct
a
product of a copies of G, where a is a cardinal number. Let K* be the
multiplicative group of the field K and let K be the p-component of thep
torsion subgroup tK* of K*. If a is a cardinal number then we shall use
a w xthe notation K* of Chatzidakis and Pappas 4 , which in our case will be
K*a s K*.
a
Let K be a field of the first kind with respect to p and let e , i g N, bei
i  .a primitive p th root of unity. Then the group K e , where i s 1 if p / 2i p
and i s 2 if p s 2, is cyclic. Hence for this i there exists a positive integer
<  . < uu such that K e s p . We call the number u the constant of the field Ki p
w n x with respect to p. Let / be the cardinality of BN. We set G p s g g G0
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p n 4  .N g s 1 , n g N. Let K e * be the multiplicative group of the fieldi
 .K e , i g N.i
The set
 4s K s i g N j 0 N K e / K e 4 .  .  .p i iq1
w xis said to be the spectrum of the field K with respect to p 9 .
 .2. DESCRIPTION OF U KG
 .In this section we shall make use of the description of U KG given by
w xChatzidakis and Pappas 4, Theorem 3.6 , when G is a torsion abelian
group which is a direct product of countable groups.
Let m be the group of all pnth roots of unity and let z be a primitivep n
nth root of unity.
w xTHEOREM 2.1 4, Theorem 3.6 . Let G be a torsion group, such that its
p-components G are direct sums of countable groups. Let P be the set ofp
 .primes p such that G / 1 , and let D be the maximal di¨ isible subgroup ofp p
G and D s [ D . For e¨ery finite S ; P and e¨ery integer n relati¨ elyp ppg P
 .prime to the elements of S, we define a cardinal number m S, n as follows:
 .  .a m B, 1 s 1;
 .  .1  .  4 . < <  4 .b if G / 1 , then m p , 1 s G , otherwise m p , 1 s 0;p p
 .  .  4 .c m S, 1 s  m p , 1 ;pg S
 .  .  . w  . x < <d m S, n s m S, 1 i , where i K z : K s a g GrD a has or-n n n
4 <der n .
Then
 .m S , nUw xUK G ( K z , m . ) . .[  /n p pgS
S, n
 .  .In the following theorem conditions 2 and 3 give a more precise form
 .  . w xof conditions 4 and 5 of Theorem 18 of 1 .
w xTHEOREM 2.2 1, Theorem 18 . Let G be an infinite abelian p-group such
that GrG1 is a direct product of cyclic groups and let K be a field of the first
kind with respect to p. If H is another abelian p-group then KG ( KH as
K-algebras if and only if the following hold.
 .  1.  1.1 K GrG ( K HrH .
 . 1 1 < 1 < < 1 <2 If either G or H is infinite or tri¨ ial, then G s H .
 . < 1 < 1  `. < 1 <3 GrG - / and G ( Z p if and only if HrH - / and0 0
1  `.H ( Z p .
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w x  1.In fact this theorem is equivalent to Theorem 18 of 1 since K GrG
 1. w x .( K HrH and 1, Lemma 11 imply condition 2 of Theorem 18, i.e.,
HrH 1 is a direct product of cyclic groups.
LEMMA 2.3. Let H be a subgroup of the infinite abelian group G and let
GrH be a direct product of cyclic groups. Then G s G = G , where G is a0 1 1
direct product of cyclic groups, H : G , and0
 . < < < <i if H is infinite, then G s H ;0
 . < <ii if H is finite, then G s / .0 0
w xProof. By the theorem of Szele 5, Proposition 26.2 , there exists a pure
< < < <subgroup C of G such that H : C and C s H , if H is infinite and
< <C s / , if H is finite. Since GrH is a direct product of cyclic groups,0
there exist subgroups G and B of the group G such that GrH s G rH0 0
< < < <= BrH, G s C , and C : G . Hence G s G B, G l B s H : C :0 0 0 0
G . It is not difficult to see that G is pure in G. Since GrG ( BrH is a0 0 0
wdirect product of cyclic groups, it follows from the theorem of Kulikov 5,
xTheorem 28.2 that G s G = G , where G is a subgroup of G.0 1 1
 .  .The fields K z , m in formula ) of Theorem 2.1 can be isomorphicn p
by different integers n but their repetitions are not taken into account. In
 .the next result we eliminate this deficiency using the spectrum s K ofp
the field K for the case when G is an abelian p-group. Actually, in the
 .following theorem we give a description of U KG when G is an abelian
p-group such that GrG1 is a direct product of cyclic groups and K is a
field of the first kind with respect to p. This result exends the results of
w xChatzidakis and Pappas 4, Theorem 3.6 , when G is an abelian p-group.
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be an abelian p-group such that its first Ulm factor
GrG1 is a direct product of cyclic groups and K is a field of the first kind with
respect to p with char K / p and with constant u with respect to p. If GrG1 is
 1. b  1.of finite exponent exp GrG , then we set p s exp GrG and a s
 . 1max u , b . If GrG is of infinite exponent then we set a s `. Then
a
U KG ( K* = K e * = K m * 1 .  .  .  .   j p
n jsu l lj
where
1, if p / 2,
n s 2 .1 < <w xGrG 2 , if p s 2, .
0, if G1 s 1,
l s 3 .1 < <G , if G / 1,
 .and the numbers l j s u , u q 1, . . . are defined in the following manner.j
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If j ) u , then
1 j 1 jy1¡< < < <GrG p y GrG p .  .
1< <, if GrG - / ,0~ K e : K . .l s 4 .jj
1 1¢< < < <GrG , if GrG G / 0
and
1 u¡< <GrG p y 1 .
1< <, if p / 2 and GrG - / ,0K e : K . .u
1 u 1< < < <w x w xGrG 2 y GrG 2 .  .
~ K e : K .l s  .uu
1< <if p s 2 and GrG - / ,0
10, if p s 2 and exp GrG F 2, .
1 1 1¢< < < <GrG , if GrG G / and exp GrG ) 2. .0
5 .
 .Proof. i We consider the case when G is finite or a direct product of
 4countable groups. In the notation of Theorem 2.1 we have P s p and
 4D s D . Then S s B or S s p . Let D be the maximal divisible sub-p
group of G. Then
n ny1< <w xGrD p _ GrD p .  .
ni s , n g N.p K e : K . .n
By Theorem 2.1 we have
U
U KG ( K z , m . 6 .  . .  n p pgS
S, n  .m S , n
b  .If GrD is of finite exponent then we set p s exp GrD and a s
 .max b , u . If GrD is of infinite exponent then we set a s `. In order to
 .  .  .  4obtain 1 we consider the only possible cases I S s B and II S s p .
 .  4I Let S s B. Then n g N j 0 and taking into account the
 .definition of the spectrum of K we get in 6 a direct factor
a a
nmB , p . nK e * s K* = K e *. .  .  n j
ns0 jsu l j
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 0.  r . rSince m B, p s 1 and m B, p s i we obtainp
1, if p / 2,
n s  1 q i , if p s 2,2
i j , if j ) u ,¡ p
u 7 .
ri , if p / 2 and j s u , p~l s rs1j
u
ri , if p s 2 and j s u . p¢
rs2
 .  4  .  .II Let S s p . Since n, p s 1 then by property d of Theorem
 .2.1 it holds that n s 1. Consequently z s z s 1 and in 6 we have an 1
direct factor
 4K m *, l s m p , 1 . .  . p
l
 .The selection of the direct factors of U KG examined in the only
. .possible cases I and II shows that
a
U KG ( K* = K e * = K m * 8 .  .  .  .   j p
n jsu l lj
 .  .  .holds. Property b of Theorem 2.1 shows that for 8 , i.e., for 1 formula
 .3 is fulfilled for l.
 .We shall obtain preliminary formulas for n and l . From 7 , for p s 2j
< .w x <we obtain n s 1 q GrD 2 _ 1 , i.e.,
1, if p / 2,
n s 9 . < <w xGrD 2 , if p s 2 .
 . jholds. Besides 7 in view of the formula for i easily impliesp
j jy1< <GrD p _ GrD p .  .
l s , j s u , u q 1, . . .j K e : K . .j
u¡< <GrD p _ 1 . 10 ., if p / 2,
K e : K . .u~l su u< <w x w xGrD 2 _ GrD 2 .  .
, if p s 2.¢ K e : K . .u
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 .Therefore if G is finite or a direct product of countable groups then 8 ,
 .  .  . < < < 1 <  .3 , 9 , and 10 hold. If we replace GrD by GrG in the formulas 9
 .  .  .  .  .and 10 we obtain 2 , 4 , and 5 and therefore 1 . This completes the
proof of the theorem in this case.
 .ii Let G be an infinite group which is not a direct product of countable
groups. We shall prove that G1 is infinite. If we suppose that G1 is finite.
1 < <then, by Lemma 2.3, G s G = G , where G : G , G s / , and G is0 1 0 0 0 1
a direct product of cyclic groups. Hence G is a direct product of countable
groups which is a contradiction. Therefore G1 is an infinite group. We
 1.define a group H s GrG = D9, where
D9 ( Z p` . .
1< <G
 .Then it follows from Theorem 2.2 that KG ( KH. Therefore U KG (
 .U KH . Since H is a direct product of countable groups, we may apply to
 .  .the group U KH the case i . Then
1 < 1 < < 1 < < < < < 1 1H s D9, H s G , H s G , HrH ( GrG
 1.  1.and exp HrH s exp GrG completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. When the group G is infinite GrG1 is a direct product of
cyclic groups and G1 is a finite group; we can replace the cardinalities
< 1.w n x < < w n x <GrG p in Theorem 2.4 by G p .
< 1.w n x < < w n x <Really, G rG p s / s G p for all n, which implies0 0 0
< 1.w n x < < w n x <GrG p s G p .
w xChatzidakis and Pappas 4, Theorem 3.4 have given a description of
 .U KG in terms of the group G and the field K when G is a countable
abelian p-group and K is a field of the second kind with respect to p. In
the following theorem we generalize this result for an arbitrary abelian
p-group.
THEOREM 2.5. Let G be an abelian p-group and let K be a field of the
second kind with respect to p. Then
1. If p / 2, then
U KG ( K* = K e * 11 .  .  . 1
l
where
< <¡ G y 1
< <, if G - / ,0~ K e : K . .l s 12 .1¢< < < <G , if G G / .0
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2. If p s 2, then
U KG ( K* = K e * 13 .  .  .  2
2 l< <GrG
where
< < < <w x¡ G y G 2
< <, if G - / ,0K e : K . .2~l s 14 .2< < < <G , if G G / and G / 1,0¢ 20, if G s 1.
 .Proof. I If G is a finite group or a direct product of countable groups,
 .then we prove the theorem similarly to case i in the proof of Theorem 2.4
 .  .  .  .bearing in mind that K e s K m for p ) 2 and K e s K m for1 p 2 2
p s 2.
 .II Let G be an infinite group which is not a direct product of
w xcountable groups. Then in view of 1, Proposition 17 the algebra KG has a
group basis H which is a direct product of countable groups. Therefore
 .  .  .  .KG ( KH and U KG ( U KH . Consequently 11 and 13 hold for
 .  .  .U KH with the requirements 12 and 14 , respectively. We shall con-
 .  .sider two subcases: 1 p / 2 and 2 p s 2.
 . < < < <1 Let p / 2. Then in view of H s G we have
U KG ( U KH ( K* = K e * ( K* = K e *, .  .  .  . 1 1
< < < <H G
 .  .where the second isomorphism is obtained from 11 and 12 which are
 .  .applied to the group H. Therefore 11 is valid for U KG with require-
 .ment 12 .
 .  .  .  .2 Let p s 2. Then 13 and 14 hold for U KH , i.e.,
< < 2H , if H / 1,
U KH ( K* = K e *, l9 s 15 .  .  .  2  22 0, if H s 1.l9< <HrH
 .  .  .  .We consider two subcases: 2.1 K s K e and 2.2 K / K e .2 2
 .  .  .2.1 Let K s K e . Then it follows from 152
U KH ( K* ( K*. .  
< < < <H G
 .  .  .Therefore formula 13 is fulfilled for U KG with requirement 14 .
 .  .2.2 Let K / K e .2
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 . 2 w x 2 < 2 <2.2.1 Let G / 1. Then by 1, Corollary 2 H / 1 and HrH s
< 2 <  .GrG hold. Then 15 implies
U KG ( U KH ( K* = K e *. .  .  .  2
2 l9< <GrG
< < < <  .  .Since l9 s H s G then 13 is fulfilled for U KG with requirement
 .14 .
 . 2 w x 22.2.2 Let G s 1. Then in view of 1, Corollary 2 we have H s 1.
 .Then 15 implies
U KG ( U KH ( K* s K*, .  .  
< < < <H G
 .  .  .i.e., 13 is fulfilled for U KG with requirement 14 . The theorem is
proved.
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